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Chances are you have heard the term, Impaired Executive Functioning as one of the prime 
characteristics of individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder.   We know that individuals with ASD 
will exhibit difficulty with social skills, communication, and possibly repetitive and stereotypical 
patterns of behavior, interests, and activities (APA, 2013). Beyond these core characteristics of 
ASD, there are more specific areas tapped when a student receives a psychoeducational 
evaluation.  Individuals with ASD may find the executive functioning domains of attention, 
working memory, problem solving, planning and organizational skills challenging.  When the 
student with ASD has been administered a psychoeducational evaluation, it is necessary to make 
the connection between the cognitive areas and the strengths/ weaknesses found in executive 
functioning and the educational recommendations for the home environment, classroom, and 
the community.  

What does Executive Dysfunction look like in ASD?  Some individuals notice small details and 
have difficulty seeing the big picture.  Some have difficulty holding on to a thought or a set of 
directions.  Lack of attention and maintaining that attention, is also evident in ASD.  As a mentor 
of mine said once, “if you don’t have the individual’s attention, you can’t expect learning to take 
place”.  Often as practitioners, we see difficulty shifting gears (basically getting ‘stuck’ or “caught 
in grasp”), handling changes in routine, difficulty working as a member of a team, and difficulty 
controlling impulses or sustaining self-regulating behavior. 

Executive Dysfunction is more common in ASD (Attwood, 2006) as we look at the research.  Aside 
from challenges in keeping track of one’s possessions, a loss of a sense of time and schedule, and 
struggling with change or transitions, other aspects of executive dysfunction may interfere with 
learning.  The student may have a system of folders or notebooks, but is not utilizing them.  Adults 
may struggle with change or transitions, or the ‘one track mind’ feature as well as not asking for 
assistance.  I can remember one of my high school students would actually have an ‘inner 
conversation’ with himself and pace my office to solve a problem. 

In the classroom, we can observe this slow processing speed and confusion when choosing from 
multiple options, the inability to generalize, ‘black and white thinking’, and a limited systematic 
approach to keeping order.  

Let us discuss some strategies to improve the solving of word problems.  If the student has 
difficulty with word problems, it is most likely due to executive functioning weaknesses (Bley & 
Thorton, 2001; Roditi & Steinberg, 2007).  There may be issues ranging from attention problems 
that affect the accuracy with which the problems are read, working memory struggles that limit 



one’s ability to hold all the various pieces during the solving of the word problem, and the 
necessary planning and organizational skills which may not be present.  All of these executive 
functioning skills are necessary to solve the problem!  For you, as a parent or teacher, the 
following recommendations may be supportive in assisting the student with developing the 
necessary problem solving strategies: 

1. Read the problem and help the student understand what the problem is about.  Highlight 
or underline the key words or language in the problem.  

2. In order to do this, it is recommended that a student keep a math dictionary of terms with 
examples to refer to.  The language of mathematics must be explicitly taught to the 
student.  Terms like ‘add’, ‘combine’, or ‘all together’ may be words on a page in the 
dictionary created, with an example of the terms.  The strategies in solving the problem 
solving can be put into this notebook, or the set of rules necessary for the operation. 
These strategies can also be put on laminated cards which are organized by strategy types 
and put into a three ring binder which again spells out the set of rules to be followed 
when solving the problem, with a concrete example. 

3. Translate the words into a simple picture or diagram (visual image). Involve the student 
in the graphic.  I find colors work well. 

4. Execute the strategy and solve the problem.   
5. This next step is critical for improving the working memory aspect of problem solving.  

Students with executive functioning weaknesses may have difficulty translating what the 
problem is actually asking due to inattention, planning deficits, or impulsive (not careless) 
moves (multiplying when they should have been dividing). In reviewing the solution, have 
the student monitor or self-regulate (edit) for accuracy.  If there is an error, keep track of 
those errors for future reference.  Index cards work fine for error correcting or reflecting 
on math errors.  The student can use this card when working on a problem which involves 
a process/operation where there is a repeated error.  For ex., standard long-division and 
the steps necessary to arrive at an answer are listed on one of these cards. 
 

 


